ETERNITY CRYSTAL
Wishing Thread
2019 CATALOG

...bringing health,
happiness and
prosperity.

Wishing Thread

Wholesale: $11.00
The Butterfly brings growth
and celebration to one’s
life. Delicate yet strong, the
Butterfly embraces change
and is known as a symbol of
spiritual rebirth and personal
transformation.

The Celtic Cross brings
unification and totality to
one’s life. Representing
the elements, and the four
parts of man (mind, body,
heart, soul), the Celtic Cross
contains interlocking weaves
that symbolize the circle of
life with no beginning and
no end.

Wishing/Butterfly:
423US-00209418337

Wishing/Celtic Cross:
423US-00209418345

The Dragonfly brings energy
and adaptability to one’s
life. Ever changing, the
Dragonfly is a reminder that
life continually evolves and
thrives. The colourful magic
of the Dragonfly bestows
cheerfulness and bliss.

The Endless Knot brings
longevity and wisdom to
one’s life. Free from all
beginnings and endings, the
Endless Knot represents the
timelessness of one’s spirit.

Wishing/Dragonfly:
423US-00209418353

Wishing/Endless Knot:
423US-00213887411

Interlocking Hearts bring
happiness and joy to one’s
life. Exuding devotion and
connection, Interlocking
Hearts are joined as one
to represent shared love,
unified for a lifetime.

The Hummingbird brings joy
and awakening of the spirit
to one’s life. A messenger for
change, the Hummingbird
encourages natural
transformations in life.

Wishing/ Interlocking Hearts:
423US-00213887423

Wishing/Hummingbird:
423US-00209418361

$11.00 each wholesale. Minimum order is 3.
Each Wishing Thread is 12” in length and comes in a beautiful gift box.

The North Star brings clarity
and meaning to one’s life.
Providing assurance, the
North Star is a constant
guide that lights the way
towards accomplishing
aspirations and goals.

The Paw Print brings
selflessness and loyalty to
one’s life. An expression of
unconditional love, the Paw
Print is a symbol of a unique
and irreplaceable life.

Wishing/North Star:
423US-00213944473

Wishing/Paw Print:
423US-00213887435

The Treble Clef brings
rhythm and harmony to
one’s life. Uniting culture and
generations, the Treble Clef
expresses hopefulness and
passion.

The Angel brings power,
strength, and light to one’s
life. Providing spiritual
guidance, the Angel is a
messenger and a steadfast
reminder to see the beauty
in life.

Wishing/Treble Clef:
423US-00213967938

Wishing/Angel:
423US-00209418303

The Dragon brings good
fortune and bounty to one’s
life. A divine, mythical
creature, the Dragon is a
positive force representing
power and ambition.
Radiating good luck, the
Dragon is also benevolent
and loyal.

The Fairy brings beauty and
grace to one’s life. Alluring
and clever, the Fairy has
magical powers that occupy
the space between heaven
and earth, appearing
to enchant and provide
guidance towards positive
places.

Wishing/Dragon:
423US-00209418387

Wishing/Fairy:
423US-00209418395

Wishing Thread

Wholesale: $11.00
The Tree of Life brings
healing and nurturing to
one’s life. Connecting all
forms of life to mother earth,
the Tree of Life represents the
deep union between physical
beings and the cycle of life.

The Unicorn brings adventure
and the spirit of personal
freedom to one’s life.
Enchanting and magical, the
Unicorn is linked to purity,
protection, and strength,
appearing when needed to
overcome obstacles.

Wishing/Tree of Life:
423US-00213967920

Wishing/Unicorn:
423US-00209418379

Eternity Crystals
are believed to be formed from the frozen breath of the roman goddess Aeternitas. Pieces that plummeted to the earth were embedded in mountains, to be discovered
near the end of the Roman Empire. When they were found it was thought to be an omen of good fortune and believed that these crystals had supernatural powers.
Given to skilled artisans who carved and cut them into shapes, they were cut with many facets to reflect and amplify their own energy, as well as the energy around
them. It was said they would carry your wishes through the night sky to the gods; bringing much health, happiness and prosperity to its owner.
Over the years the legend of Eternity Crystals has travelled near and far. Some had started to add smaller crystals on top to help lighten the burden of each Eternity
Crystal. Each small crystal represents a facet in one’s life. With each crystal your wishes are heard and carried into the sky.

Make your wishes with this Wishing Thread in the moonlight, sending them far into the sky.

FREE CORRUGATED
DISPLAY
with full 36 Wishing Threads
($30.00 value)

DISP/Wishing Threads:
423US-00211466710
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